
Gecko Gloves

This project is about the sticky science of geckos and creating their 
powers, in the form of a glove.



The Question/Problem:

We were doing our other project, Too much Trash, when we realized 
that we were making more trash. We were using disposable gloves. 
Then we would throw them away. So, we thought of the idea that we 
could make reusable gloves, washable, able to fit everyone, and sticky. 
Then we started to call these 'gecko gloves.' They would help you to 
pick up the trash, with their sticky abilities, like geckos.



Materials:

➢Washable gloves

➢Rubber bands

➢Duct tape

➢Electrical tape

➢Masking tape

➢Pipe cleaners

➢Erasers

➢Paper clips

➢Magnets

➢Knit gloves

➢Dishwasher gloves

➢Disposable plastic gloves

➢Notebooks for Engineering Design Plans



Parameters:

• The design needs to have a washable glove

• Prototype will be created from the design plan. We are using a design 
plan. (We are engineering, not tinkering!)

• The glove will be tested for ability to be worn, to pick up materials like 
trash : paper, little bits of wrappers, etc..

• A change in design for a second iteration would naturally follow the 
first test, if time.



Research: (part one)

❖Livescience.com/47307/-how-geckos-stick-and-unstick-
feet.htlm

Geckos can stick because of tons of microscopic hairs wit 
even more stuff branching off those. This works because 
it creates electromagnetic attraction. A gecko can stick to 
any surface except Teflon (a non-stick material).



Research: (part two)

❖https://www.livescience.com

Geckos can stick to surfaces because their bulbous (defnition-bulb 
shaped; bulging) toes are covered in hundreds of tiny microscopic hairs, 
called setae. This type of physical bond happens when electrons from 
the gecko's hair molecules and electrons from the wall molecules 
interact with each other to create an electromagnetic attraction.



Inspiration and background:

• We were working on our other project, Too much Trash, when we 
realized that we were making more trash while trying to reduce the 
amounts of trash on campus.

• We were using disposable gloves which we would then throw away.

• We looked back and thought: we were having to use, then 
throw away more than twenty gloves each time we picked up trash 
on the playground.

• So, then we started to think what we could do to stop using all 
the gloves. We still needed hand coverings for picking up trash.
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Conclusion:

• Some of the designs did not work.

• If we had more time, we could change materials, test more designs, 
and redo the trials, to get clear data about being washable and 
wearable and test picking up trash on the playground.

• To investigate further, we could change the purpose of our 
experiment so then the purpose would be what the most 
common idea is when it comes to sticky substances to mimic the 
research into how geckos live and function.



Photo credits:

• All photos taken by classroom teacher and uploaded to powerpoint
presentation.


